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Abstract. The reliable and repeatable evaluation of interactive, conver-
sational, or generative IR systems is an ongoing research topic in the field
of retrieval evaluation. One proposed solution is to fully automate eval-
uation through simulated user behavior and automated relevance judg-
ments. Still, simulation frameworks were technically quite complex and
have not been widely adopted. Recently, however, easy access to large
language models has drastically lowered the hurdles for both user behav-
ior simulation and automated judgments. We therefore argue that it is
high time to investigate how simulation-based evaluation setups should
be evaluated themselves. In this position paper, we present GenIRSim, a
flexible and easy-to-use simulation and evaluation framework for gener-
ative IR, and we explore GenIRSim’s parameter space to identify open
research questions on evaluating simulation-based evaluation setups.
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1 Introduction

Generative retrieval systems (Gen-IR) typically return generated texts instead of
existing documents [6] and often allow users to follow up on the responses in chat-
like interfaces (e.g., You.com). Such conversational systems have been the focus
of, for example, the TREC CAsT [10] and iKAT [2] tracks. Systems participating
in these tracks are asked to continue a given fixed interaction sequence between a
user and another system for one next step. This setup enables standard Cranfield-
style evaluation but at the cost of neglecting that different system responses may
lead to different plausible user interactions in an ongoing conversation. An often
propagated alternative is to evaluate a retrieval system against simulated user
interactions [3]. Human relevance judgments for specific interaction sequences
then may not be reusable for other sequences, but automated judgments could
be a way out as they correlate with human ones [5,12].

Still, despite the IR community’s interest in such fully automated evaluation,
it had remained more of a theoretical idea. Reasons for this could be that setting
up and running user simulations was perceived as quite complex and that it was
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not clear how the quality of the simulated behavior can and should be evaluated.
In this position paper, we aim to support a more practically-oriented discussion.
We contribute the flexible and easy to deploy simulation and evaluation frame-
work GenIRSim (Section 2), and we explore GenIRSim’s parameter space to
highlight open research questions on evaluating simulation-based evaluation se-
tups (Section 3). Our collected questions show that user simulation offers many
new research opportunities on the evaluation of retrieval systems.

2 Automating Interactive Gen-IR System Evaluation

To showcase how Gen-IR systems can be easily evaluated in a fully automated
way in a shared task or in a research project, we present the new open source
framework GenIRSim.3 The framework just requires the specification of a set
of topics—just like in Cranfield-style evaluation—, and of user model config-
urations. Simulations are then run and evaluated by the framework for each
combination of user model, topic, and to-be-tested retrieval system. Instead of
human judgments, automatically aggregated evaluation scores can be used to
compare the retrieval systems. GenIRSim’s main features are:
Command line and web interface. GenIRSim can be used with the same
configuration files both in a web browser (to refine, test, and demonstrate config-
urations, cf. Figure 1) and from the command line (for batch system evaluation
and continuous development). Both interfaces produce the same output.
File-based configuration and quick deployment. Every aspect of a simula-
tion and evaluation can be configured through configuration files in JSON format
(example excerpt shown in the ’Configuration’ part of Figure 1). For starters,
GenIRSim’s README file describes how to create a Docker-based setup in just
a few minutes to evaluate a basic Gen-IR system consisting of an open language
model and an Elasticsearch index of Wikipedia. Different Gen-IR configurations
can be tested by simply changing the Elasticsearch query or the result synthesis
prompt in the configuration file. In principle, GenIRSim can used without GPUs,
but GPU usage can drastically reduce run time.
Interlinked simulation, search, and evaluation. The search or simulation
outputs can be enriched and then easily used for evaluation in a flexible man-
ner. For example, our default user simulator prompts the language model to
generate (as JSON-formatted output) both the user utterance and an abstract
description of what a user would expect a good response to contain. The user
utterance and/or expectation can then be inserted into the prompt for evalu-
ation showcased in the configuration excerpt in Figure 1 for the expectation
that is inserted via a template parameter {{variables.userTurn...}} into the
prompt to determine the ExpectationMatch of a response.
Flexibility and extensibility. Like SimIIR 2.0 [15], GenIRSim simulates user
behavior to evaluate retrieval systems. However, while SimIIR 2.0 focuses on
3https://github.com/webis-de/GenIRSim
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of GenIRSim’s three-part web interface after a simulation and eval-
uation run: (1) the ‘Configuration’ part allows to load, inspect, edit, and download the
configuration; (2) the ‘Simulation’ part shows the created user–system interactions,
including automated judgments in badges for the system’s responses; and (3) the ’Log’
part shows messages including those exchanged with the language model and the search
servers. In the screenshot, the configuration part shows the settings for the Expectation
Match evaluator, including a prompt with template variables {{...}}, and the log part
shows the start of the prompt for evaluating the model’s response to the first turn.



models for traditional list-based result pages, GenIRSim allows any user models
that provide utterances and follow-up utterances on a topic / information need.
Furthermore, the current Elasticsearch-based setup can easily be replaced by
more sophisticated frameworks for creating conversational Gen-IR systems, like
Macaw [14] or DECAF [1], as long as they have an API to interact with.

3 Exploring the Gen-IR Simulation and Evaluation Space

GenIRSim is designed for flexibility, making only few assumptions about the user
simulation, the Gen-IR system, and the evaluation component. In particular, the
user simulation and the Gen-IR system are just required to generate utterances
when provided with either an utterance from the other party or with a topic at
the start of the simulation, and the evaluation just needs to return a numeric
score for each system turn based on the simulation and meta-information. How-
ever, this flexible design raises several questions about the best way to simulate
and evaluate interactions—and what “best” means in this context. In the follow-
ing, we outline such questions and highlight potential areas for future research.
User information and knowledge. TREC iKAT [2] used a personal text
knowledge base to represents a user’s personal information and knowledge as a
list of short statements (e.g., “I am vegetarian,” “I like Lord of the Rings,” or
“I know everything about rocket science”). Integrating such statements into a
language model prompt for user simulation is easy and is done for our default
user. However, if the statements are interconnected, knowledge graphs might
offer a better presentation [3]. If so, how should the simulator employ relations
from such graphs? How can relations be pre-filtered in case the graphs are large
and detailed, as opposed to the short abstract statements above?
User selection. How diverse should the simulated users be in terms of cultural,
economical, and social background? Which age groups should be represented?
What about minorities? Is it problematic if language models represent stereo-
typical users? Should user groups be selected based on abstract attributes or
even be sampled along certain dimensions (e.g.,‘curious’, ‘naive/asking simple
questions’, ‘extroverted: 4 out of 5’)? How can it be ensured that the language
models faithfully simulate such users [7]?
Multilingualism. Many state-of-the-art large language models are actually
multilingual, which opens up the possibility of multilingual retrieval experi-
ments. For example, the open Llama3 model generates sound French answers
when prompted “Why is the sky blue? Answer in French.” This raises the ques-
tion: can we simulate users that interact with a system in languages other than
English, even if the indexed dataset contains only English documents?
User model updates. One way to model the past conversation is to just fill
the language model’s context window with the chat history. Alternatively, a user
state in form of a TREC iKAT statement list or in form of a knowledge graph
can be updated over the course of a simulation; for example, by extracting and
incorporating structured knowledge from messages as RDF triples [4]. Can one
also incorporate meta-information [8] in this way? Should models also forget [3]?



Evaluation aspects. As for a system response’s quality, there are many dif-
ferent interpretations of relevance (with respect to the topic, the current query,
the expectations behind the current query, etc.) and also many other proposed
measures. For example, Sakai [11] proposed 21 measures related to correctness,
ethical behavior, personalization, and user satisfaction, while Gienapp et al. [6]
integrated 10 measures of response utility in their suggested evaluation model for
ad hoc Gen-IR. In pilot experiments, we found that prompting language models
within GenIRSim provides for a quick way to implement different measures. But
for which measures are language models reliable? Should language models be
used for evaluation at all, given that they are black boxes [11]? Moreover, some
measures are not applicable for some turns or tasks [11]. For example, measuring
“correctness” is not that applicable if the user asks for counterfactual reasoning.
How can measures be selected and weighted?
“Thought” processes. To the best of our knowledge, our Expectation Match-
measure showcased in the example in Figure 1 is the first to utilize meta-
information from a user’s “thought” process for system response evaluation. Tra-
ditionally, system responses are judged by trained human assessors and not the
actual users. While human assessors have no access to a user’s thoughts, chain-
of-thought prompting [13] can be used to access the “thoughts” of simulated
users. Can this approach also be used to quantify information scent [9]? For
example, a language model could be prompted to first “think” about different
available actions (e.g., different next utterances), evaluate them internally based
on expected gained information, and then choose the action with the highest
expected gain. Moreover, can we use expectations to measure serendipity of re-
sults? Serendipitous results would have a low Expectation Match, but a high
match to a user’s interest. In our view, the use of a simulated user’s “thoughts”
in evaluation is an especially interesting avenue for research as in reality the
human users of a retrieval system also re ideal candidates to judge whether the
system performed well in the user’s sessions or in specific turns.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that simulation-based evaluation systems are now
easy to set up, showcased by our new GenIRSim framework, and that it is
time to investigate how simulation-based evaluation systems themselves should
be evaluated. In this regard, we have identified open research questions in six
directions. However, we do not necessarily see the open questions as obstacles to
using simulation techniques in IR today. Instead, the questions should rather be
seen as an inspiration and as opportunities for future IR evaluation research.
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